In this article, we will give the Deligne 1-motives up to isogeny corresponding to the Q-limiting mixed Hodge structures of semi-stable degenerations of curves, by using logarithmic structures and Steenbrink's cohomological mixed Hodge complexes associated to semi-stable degenerations of curves.
Introduction
For a semi-stable degeneration of smooth projective curves, we have a limiting mixed Hodge structure over the nearby fiber. The goal of this paper is to give a geometric construction of the 1-motive associated to the limiting mixed Hodge structure.
Given a semi-stable degeneration of smooth projective curves f : X → ∆ over a small disk ∆, with a chosen parameter t : ∆ → C. The central fiber of f , X 0 = f −1 (0), is a stable curve. Let X * = X − X 0 . Denote the inclusion X 0 ֒→ X by i and the inclusion X * ֒→ X by j. Then we have the following diagram
where h is the upper half plane, π : h → ∆ * is the universal cover, and the squares are Cartesian. Denote the composition map j • e by k.
We call the fiber X ∞ a nearby fiber. It is homotopic to any fibre X s of f , for s = 0. X is homotopy equivalent to X 0 by a retraction r : X → X 0 . We call the 
, which depends on the choice of t. Over the Steenbrink double complex, we can define the weight filtration and Hodge filtration, which give the limiting mixed Hodge structure after taking the hypercohomology. We will recall the Steenbrink double complex in section 2. 
We will briefly recall the above equivalence of categories in section 3.
For elementary geometric examples of the above equivalence of categories, we consider a complex algebraic curve X, not necessarily smooth projective. We know that the first cohomology H 1 (X, C)(1) carries a Z-mixed Hodge structure of type {(−1, −1), (−1, 0), (0, −1), (0, 0)} with Gr projective curve containing X as an open subset, H 1 (X, C)(1) actually carries a Z-mixed , where L is a finite Q vector space and G is a semi-Abelian variety. Actually G is P ic 0 (X 0 ) and L is given by nodal points in X 0 , which will be shown in section 4.1. The main purpose of this article is to understand the 1-motive map µ t geometrically, which will be discussed in section 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. For the reason of calculation, we will use the Q-cohomological mixed Hodge complex constructed by Steenbrink through log geometry. 
Logarithmic Structure and Koszul Complex
In this section, we will briefly recall the logarithmic structures associated to the geometric setup in the introduction and some terminologies that will be used in the following sections.
Logarithmic structure associated to the semi-stable degeneration of curves
For the semi-stable degeneration of curves f : X → ∆, we have the log structure for the embedding i : X 0 ֒→ X, which is the sheaf of monoids
Similarly we have the log structure M ∆ for the embedding 0 ֒→ ∆. An analytic space with a log structure (X, M X ) is called a log space. The family f gives a morphism of log spaces
We will omit the definition of morphisms of log spaces, since we will not use it in the following sections. However, for the definitions of a morphism Restricting the log space (X, M X ) to the central fiber X 0 , we get a log space (X 0 , M X0 ), where M X0 and the structure morphism β : M X0 → O X0 are defined through the following pushout square in the category of sheaves of monoids:
where 
where a 1 : X 0 [1] → X 0 is the normalization of the nodal curve X 0 . We also denote a 1 : X 0 [1] → X for the composition of the normalization morphism and the inclusion.
When we restrict the log space (X, M X ) to X 0 , we still have the following short exact sequence
Since the family f is semi-stable, there exists a global sectiont = t • f ∈ Γ(M X ) being mapped to (1, ..., 1), the generator of (a 1 ) * N X0 [1] . Similarly, there is a global sectiont ∈ Γ(M X0 ) which is mapped to (1, ..., 1).
Let's end this subsection with the following notations that we will use later.
Notation 1.1.1:
(1) Denote X 0 [2] the 2-fold intersection of the irreducible components of X 0 , i.e., the set of nodal points of X 0 , and a 2 : X 0 [2] → X be the natural inclusion map.
(2) Denote the number of the nodal points of X 0 by d and the number of the irreducible components by n. For convenience, we fix an order of the irreducible components
Koszul complexes associated to homomorphisms of free Abelian groups
In this subsection we will briefly recall several constructions and results about the di- Let E be a free Abelian group. Denote T (E), S(E), and (F ) to be the tensor algebra, the symmetric algebra, and the exterior algebra of E, respectively. For
{e α } be a basis of E. Define Γ n (E) to be a free subgroup of S n (E ⊗ Q) generated by
For any homomorphism of free Abelian groups ε : E → F we have an induced ho- 
The above differential d p,q is explicitly given by: 
where
is the cohomology of the complex Kos n (ε) .
Remark 1.2.3 ([Fu1, (1.5)]):
For any free Abelian subgroup G ⊂ F and any in-
Moreover, if ε(E) ⊂ G, the above construction gives us a finite increasing filtration 
Steenbrink's Double Complex
In this section, we will recall the Steenbrink's limiting cohomological mixed Hodge complex on the complex level and the rational level, associated to the geometric setting in the introduction.
The complex structure
Consider the sheaves of log differentials Ω i X (logX 0 ), i = 0, 1, 2. For each i, we have the Deligne's filtration:
Fix a parameter t : ∆ → C. Define the Steenbrink double complex as follows.
(logX 0 ) with two differentials:
Define the monodromy weight filtration M and Hodge filtration F of the double complex defined as follows.
t . The Hodge filtration F is defined by the "stupid filtration" of the double complex.
Specifically, for the semi-stable degeneration f of curves, we have the double complex
If we denote the total complex T ot(A , t ) of the above double complex to be A t , then we have the C-structure of a cohomological mixed Hodge complex (A t , M , F ), which gives the limiting mixed Hodge structure associated to the semi-stable degeneration of curves. From now on, for simplicity, we just denote A t by A , for the fixed parameter t.
The rational structure
In this section, we follow the terminologies and constructions in Steenbrink 
where M gp X is the groupification of the sheaf of monoids. As in section 1.1, restricting the log structure M X along the closed immersion i : X 0 ֒→ X to X 0 provides a log structure M X0 over X 0 . Then we have the following exact sequence over X 0 [St2, (3.9)],
After tensoring with Q, we get an exact sequence
which is mapped to (1,...,1). From now on, for simplicity, we will denote M gp X0 ⊗ Q by M.
Consider the morphism e : O X0 → M of sheaves of free Abelian groups in the above exact sequence. We have the following data in terms of terminologies in section 1.2:
(1) is induced by the wedge product with 2π
Theorem 2.2.1 (Steenbrink): The morphism
We will reproduce the proof here.
Proof. It suffices to show that Gr
(1) m = 0
By Proposition 1.2.4, we have
Then by Lemma 1.2.2, we have
The argument for m ≥ 2 is exactly the same.
To get the rational structure of the limiting mixed Hodge structure, let's first recall the Steenbrink's double complex in Steenbrink [St2] . The original double complex in Steenbrink [St2] is constructed over Z by using log geometry. Here we reconstruct it over Q by using the data (2.2) and the results above.
Construction 2.2.3 (Q-Steenbrink double complex):
′′ is the differential of the kozul complex.
We also have the monodromy weight filtration M
The morphism in Theorem 2.2.1
induces a morphism of filtered double complexes
Theorem 2.2.4 (Steenbrink):
( Let's reproduce the proof for the Q-Steenbrink double complex in Construction 2.2.3.
Proof.
(1) follows from direct computations.
Q equals to the following double complex 0 0
Note that all the horizontal morphisms in diagram (2.5) are zero. Thus the total complex is a direct sum of vertical complexes with a shift by 1, i.e.,
(2) First, claim that Gr M m A Q is quasi-isomorphic to 0 for m = −1, 0, 1. In fact, by Theorem 2.2.1, Gr 
the corresponding mixed Hodge structure is constructed as follows
where the square on the right is the pullback of morphisms µ and exp.
H Z is the integral lattice of the corresponding mixed Hodge structure. Denote
(2) For the other direction, we start from a mixed Hodge structure (H Z , W , F ) of the above type, to construct the corresponding 1-motive.
Firstly, we introduce a construction given by P. Deligne [De1].
Since Gr W −1 H is polarizable, the complex torus A = Gr
is an Abelian variety. Let T be the torus of the character group of the dual of Gr
Then the corresponding 1-motive is the map µ : L → G making the following diagram commutative:
Remark 3.0.1: When we consider Q-mixed Hodge structures, we get 1-motives up to isogeny. We just replace H Z by H Q in the above diagram.
Next we give another construction by J. Carlson, which will not be use it in the following sections. Recall the following theorem about an extension of mixed Hodge structures. In fact, the isomorphism is given explicitly as follows. 
Theorem 3.0.2 ([PeSt, Theorem 3.31]): Let A and B be Q-mixed Hodge structures, then there is a canonical isomorphism
L → G which relies on parameter t. In this subsection, we
give an abstract description of the 1-motive map µ t . From now on we will only write H(A ) for the Q-limiting mixed Hodge structure and write H(A Q ) for its underling Q structure.
Lemma 4.1.1:
where Q(1) means 2π √ −1Q.
Proof. Consider the monodromy weight spectral sequence
which degenerates at E 2 , i.e., E −m,1+m 2 H 1 (X 0 , A ) has an additional structure, the residue of Gauss-Manin connection N =Res 0 ∇ :
= Cohomology of {E
, where "(1)" is the Tate twist of a mixed Hodge structure.
In fact, N is induced by an endomorphism v :
It is easy to see that ker v =
Through Poincaré residue map, ker v is isomorphic to
where θ is taking the difference of functions at p, according to the order of components
where f i and f j are local functions on X 0,i and X 0,j , respectively, and p ∈ a 1 (X 0,i ) ∩ a 1 (X 0,j ).
Note that the double complex (4.2) gives the mixed Hodge structure of X 0 and the double complex kerv gives the mixed Hodge structure W 1 H 1 (A ). The same argument works for Q-structures. Hence H 1 (X 0 ) ∼ = W 1 H 1 (A ) as Q-mixed Hodge structures.
Lemma 4.1.3:
Proof. This follows immediately from Deligne Splitting of mixed Hodge structures 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.2, we have
Before we state Theorem 4.1.6, let's give the following ingredients.
I) The morphism
is the composition of canonical morphisms of cohomologies:
is from the degeneration of Hodge spectral se-
Lemma 4.1.2, and
C p ) as that in the diagram (4.2).
Thus
C p }, where P.R is the Poincaré residue map.
II) We have canonical morphisms
and the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.5: The composition of two maps
is induced by the canonical morphism of complexes
III) The composite morphism
where θ * is taking the ratio of functions at p, according to the order of components
Theorem 4.1.6: The 1-motive map µ t of the extension of Q-mixed Hodge structures
is the morphism making the following diagram commutative
where pr : Proof. By Lemma 4.1.2, we have ker
Then by the construction of ϕ we have the following commutative diagram:
Thus there exist a unique map µ t : L → P ic 0 (X 0 ) ⊗ Q making the above diagram commutative. Then by construction (2) of section 3, µ t is the 1-motive of the extension
What's more, by diagram chasing, H 1 (A Q ) is the fiber product of morphisms exp and µ t .
Geometric description of 1-motives I
By Lemma 4.
the last isomorphism is from Poincaré duality. In the last three subsections, we want to find out a nice geometric description of the morphism µ t : L → P ic 0 (X 0 ) ⊗ Q in Theorem 4.1.6.
Note that we have the following short exact sequence:
where d is the number of nodal points of X 0 , and n is the number of irreducible components of X 0 . Geometrically, any line bundle L over X 0 is coming from the pullback
glued along the preimage of nodal points. The gluing data is encoded in C * d+1−n . Based on the above discussion, to understand µ t , we first calculate a * 1 • µ t in the following commutative diagram
Before we formulate next theorem, let's make the following notation. 
Theorem 4.2.2:
The morphism a * 
The first row is an exact sequence of Q-mixed Hodge structures, which is obtained 
where µ Y is the 1-motive associated to the Q-mixed Hodge structure H 1 (Y ). Then by Lemma 4.2.3, we have the following commutative diagram
Thus we have a * Recall that in the introduction, we have f : X → ∆, with a chosen parameter
U .t has a zero along each component {X 0,i } of order 1, since the monodromy is unipotent.
For any nodal point
i.e., the following diagram commutes:
where W is defined to be {(u 1 , u 2 ,t) ∈ C 3 | u 1 ·u 2 =t}. Note that {u 2 = 0} and {u 1 = 0}
give the two components of V p ∩ X 0 . 
We also assume that U α is simply connected, connected and containing at most one nodal point, for all α. Also assume that every nodal point is contained in at most one U α .
For the covering U = α∈I U α of X 0 in the above notation, as is described in the diagram (4.8), we can choose u 1,α , u 2,α for any V α containing some nodal point p in X 0 .
We always assume that u 1,α is the coordinate function at p ′ and u 2,α is the coordinate function at p ′′ , in terms of Notation 4.2.1.
For each point p ∈ U α , we have gluing data:
induced by the commutative diagram:
(4.10)
Through this gluing data, we get a line bundle in P ic 0 (X 0 ) ⊗ Q, which is defined to be the image ν t (D).
Next we want to describe the ν t (D) in terms ofČech double complex.
We already have the resolution 1 → O * X0
Denote the aboveČech double complex by E , and its total complex by E . Then we have the canonical isomorphismš
so we get a canonical morphism Ψ :
We want to find a representa- 
nα , where
Proof. It is clear that the representative (θ
the choice of (g α ⊗ 1). For simplicity, we can assume θ * (g α ⊗ 1) = (1, 1, ..., 1) ⊗ 1. For this propose, we can choose g α = 1, for all α. Then the representative is ((1, ...,
Note that the quasi-isomorphism of complexes
gives the morphism of twoČech double complexes as below:
Geometric description of 1-motives III
Recall that our ultimate goal is to describe the geometric meaning of the morphism µ t : L → P ic 0 (X 0 ) ⊗ Q. In this subsection, we will prove that the 1-motive µ t coincides with ν t in subsection 4.3. In order to achieve this goal, let's consider the rational structure (A Q , M ) given in section 2.2.
We have double complexes A We want to work on the complexes, so we extend the above square to be the following commutative diagram: . Therefore we proved that µ t is isomorphic to ν t .
